This document must be signed by students and students' home university international program manager or advisor as an
acknowledgement that they are aware of personal responsibilities and agree to abide by rules and codes of conduct of Sungkyunkwan

University (hereinafter refer to SKKU) [Experience SKKU Program] (hereinafter refer to Program). This also includes clauses pertaining
to academic issues, disciplinary rules, accommodation arrangements, health and insurance, indemnification, waiver of liability, etc,
Student'Name
Home,UniV,ersity
HOme University Student

lD/Number

Date of Birth

o Exchange Program (Tuition-waived)

Program

o Visiting Program (Fee-paying)
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am a student atthe aforementioned university/institution and plan to participate in the program
i''r.1, ,i ,j'',}f.'':
ln consideration for being permitted to participate in the program, I hereby agree and represent that:
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PRoGRAM ARRANGEMENTS AND INFoRMATIoN
I understand that although SKKU will attempt to implement the program as designed and introduced in a set of materials, including
but not limited to participation agreement, student handbook, it reserves the right to change the program with or without prior
notice at any time and for any reason it deems sufficient to satisfy institutional needs.
I will make myself well-informed and clearly understood about the latest program information presented by a series of emails, website,
student handbook provided by SKKU, and will also take full accountability of missing or misunderstanding the information owing to

my negligence.
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I understand that Korea has its own laws and regulations and has standards of acceptable conduct in the areas of dress, manners,
morals, politics, alcohol use, drug use and behavior.
o I take full responsibility for my behavior and conduct and agree that SKKU will be released and indemnified for any claim, loss, injury
or liability that may be caused by my behavior or conduct.
. I agree to make reasonable and good faith efforts to become informed of all laws, regulations and standards for Korea, and I further
agree that I will abide by and comply with those laws, regulations and standards.
. I also agree to comply with all SKKU rules, standards and instructions for student behavior including but not limited to those set forth
in the SKKU Code of Student Life; I further agree to comply with any supplemental rules or standards adopted by SKKU for the
programs in which I am participating.
. I agree that SKKU has the right to enforce all of the standards of conduct, rules and regulations; I further agree that if I violate those
standards, rules or regulations, I may be sanctioned including immediate exclusion from the program.
. I also recognize that if my behavior is determined to be detrimental to or incompatible with the interest, harmony and welfare of
SKKU, or program or program participants, my acceptance of responsibility, my waiver of process and my consent to being sent home
also apply if I engage in such detrimental or incompatible behavior.
. I agree that I am responsible for any legal problems that I have with Korean government or any individual; I understand and agree that
SKKU is not responsible for providing any assistance under such circumstances.
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COURSE OFFERINGS, LEARN]NG AGREEMENT AND CREDTT CONVERSION
I understand that SKKU will offer a list of courses taught in various languages, e.g. Korean, English or Chinese, that I feel most
comfortable with, and this list is subject to change or cancellation due to institutional inevitable needs, or any others with or without
prior notice; herein chonge can be a change ofclass schedule, lecturel language of instruction, class structure, syllabus, textbook, or
any other components of academic modules.
ln the cases above, I understand that I may need to alter my course selection accordingly and modify learning agreement as well
which may be composed in advance of application, admission, or participation.
I further understand that this change does not create any liability issue on SKKU regarding requirements of my graduation, future
study plans, scholarship, job application, and personal risks of not being able to attend alternatives, even though SKKU will make
reasonable efforts to meet my expectations and course.demands.
I further understand that even though SKKU will make reasonable and good faith efforts to duly provide information on course
registration procedure, subject lists and access to it, it does not guarantee any of my course sign-ups; that is to say I need to consider
wide range of pre-semester course selection in case of aforementioned variables.

ACCOMMODATION ARRANGEMENTS AND RULES
I understand that I am expected to adapt to differences in physical accommodations which may be perceivild as inconvenient or
uncomfortable by standards of my home country or home university.

